COVID19 Plans for ACTIVATE-kids camp 2021
Special Note: Sandra Porter sent Jennifer Sommers the camping association’s packet from the
CDC that is being followed for this summer. We’ve been working through it to plan for a COVID
safe camp. Below are the notes we’ve taken and how we plan to use them for our camp. We
will continue to follow changes to summer camp recommendations and guidelines leading up
to our camp dates and adjust this plan with those changes in mind. Therefore, this plan is
flexible and may change before July. Our goal is to have our final COVID plan set and published
by July 1, 2021.

BEST PRACTICES per CDC
1. Small groups stay together all day, each day.
2. Campers 6 feet apart and don’t share objects
3. More outdoor activities
4. All groups are from the same local geographic area.
5. Staggered Check in and Pick up times - so not as many leaders/parents on
campus at the same time
6. Housing ▪

Bathrooms - Best Practice: campers bring their own bathroom supplies
and a container for them to be stored in, keep this container in their
luggage

▪

Sleeping - Best Practice:
•

Create physical barriers between sleepers, especially if a distance
of 6 feet cannot be created, label beds with camper’s name so
they do not share.

•

If possible, minimize the number of people sleeping in a space by
converting common spaces to sleeping areas.

•

Position sleepers head-to-toe or toe-to-toe to maximize distance
between heads/faces.

7. Masks - Best Practice: masks should be worn by all campers and staff in all
indoor locations other than eating, sleeping showering, brushing teeth. Ensure 6
feet of physical distance is maintained when masks are not in use. Masks should
be worn by all campers and staff outdoors when at least 6 feet of distance
cannot be maintained.

8. Pre-Screening
▪

▪
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Self-monitor for 14 days and conduct pre-screening activities such as:
•

Record temperature for 14 days before camp

•

Self-screen the presence of symptoms - fever of 100.4 F or
greater, cough, shortness of breath, diarrhea, fatigue, headache,
muscle aches, nausea, loss of taste or smell, sore throat, vomiting,
etc.)

•

Traveled nationally or internationally

•

Been in close contact with a person who has been diagnosed with,
test for, or quarantined as a result of COVID-19

Ongoing Screening - conducted by camps on an as-determined basis (e.g.
daily, weekly, or more frequently). Increase screening frequency during
initial days of camp, when monitoring for potential exposures, or daily for
day camps.
•

Check for symptoms

•

Temperature checks

•

If camper of staff is suspected to have CODVI-19 based on
assessment, - isolate the individual

•

Notify camp management, parents/guardians, and appropriate
healthcare providers

•

Follow protocols outlined in the Communicable Disease Plan
(CDP)

•

If the CDP calls for them to have clinical evaluation and return
home, isolate until transportation can be arranged.

•

If the CDP does not require immediate clinical evaluation and calls
for isolation within camp facility, isolate person and all their
belongings

•

Carry out “contact tracing” immediately to determine potential or
confirmed case’s contacts with outer campers or staff over the
previous two or more days.

WTX ACTIVATE-kids camp plan
1. Churches stay together - even age groups, no primary / junior schedules (CDC
Compliant)
2. Zones stay together - “tribes” that do everything together throughout the day
and schedule (CDC Compliant)
•

Activities throughout the day - move in “tribes”

•

Tabernacle - divide into “tribes.” Sit together, distanced from other groups.

•

Dining Hall - divide into “tribes” then offer outdoor seating. Rotate inside /
outside between meals in the coolest part of the day.
▪

Rent a tent - on lawn in front of the nursery building

▪

Possibly rent large fans or swamp coolers for the tent

3. Check-In Times - EAST side 2:30pm / WEST side 3:30pm (CDC Compliant)
4. Pick-up Times - EAST side 8:30am / WEST side 9:00am (CDC Compliant)
5. Housing (CDC Compliant)
▪

Bathrooms - campers are being asked to put their bathroom supplies in a
Ziploc/container that will stay in their luggage and not be left on the sink
or shower/tub areas.

▪

Sleeping - we will be using only one bed per bunkbed if possible, campers
will be asked to sleep head-to-toe in the bunkbeds to increase the
distance between their heads/faces

6. Masks are welcome but not required at this time - indoor activities not fully
distanced
7. Pre-Screening for 2 weeks - specific dates when the info needs to be uploaded to
a Google File (CDC Compliant)
▪

Temperatures on Sunday and Wednesdays - July 7, 11 & 14

▪

Have they been tested - specific dates

▪

Have they quarantined - specific dates

▪

Have they been vaccinated - specific dates

▪

Symptoms

▪

Travel info

▪

Close Contact

8. Pre-Screening form from Arrowhead - fill out the day they leave for camp and is
turned in at check-in. One form per camper and leader. (CDC Compliant)
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▪

When someone gets sick - camp is using Hill dorm for isolating campers
who show symptoms

9. Ongoing Screening (CDC Compliant)
▪

Asking for counselors to have campers wash hands/sanitize between
activities

▪

Take temperatures first thing in the morning in their cabin or at breakfast

▪

Sanitize beds/chairs before they leave their cabins or activities
We are asking that each Church Leader BRINGS for their group -
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▪

Sanitizer for group - refill kids bottles

▪

Lysol Spray for beds and chairs

▪

Thermometers - not required just if they can

▪

Extra masks for their campers

